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1.Introduction 
 

1.1 Scope and Objectives 
 

Drummin Bog Project (DBP) was set up in March 2015 by a number of like-minded 

individuals with an interest in peatland conservation with a view to restoring the last 

remaining piece of raised bog in south County Carlow. Drummin Bog, or Red Bog as 

it was also known, is believed to be the most southerly raised bog in Ireland. While it 

has been significantly reduced in size, degraded from hand-cutting of turf and 

widespread drainage, the DBP believe its condition may be improved by undertaking 

a number of restoration measures. It is one of the DBP’s long-term objectives to open 

Drummin Bog to the public as an amenity and educational site.  In order to fulfil this 

objective the DBP have organised for a suite of surveys to be carried out in order to 

provide baseline scientific data of the bog and its adjacent habitats. 

The DBP requested Habitat and Ecotope surveys of the Drummin Bog site consisting of 

the following: 

A walkover habitat survey of the entire Drummin Bog site, including woodlands and 

bog.  The output from this survey to contain: 

 a detailed written description report of the habitats according to Fossitt level 3; 

 a habitat map of the entire area; 

 photographs of habitat types and species of interest; 

 species lists of all plants, birds, invertebrates and mammals noted on site on the 

day of survey through observation or signs of presence 

The walkover habitat survey of the high bog and cutover bog habitats to be analysed 

in further detail to describe the habitats in terms of their ecotopes at present.  This 

ecotope survey was to be carried out according to the methods developed and 

described in Kelly (1993), Kelly & Schouten (2002).  The output from this survey is the 

present written report which details the ecotopes present accompanied by an 

ecotope map and photographs to illustrate the findings.  Another objective requested 

was to place Drummin Bog in the context of other Raised Bogs of conservation interest 

in Ireland thus highlighting points which illustrate its value in a national and 
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international context and highlight issues which can then be used to determine the 

best rehabilitation and conservation management tools to be used on site in future. 

 

1.2 Drummin Bog site description and context 
 

Drummin Bog is of high ecological value for several reasons, all of which will be 

outlined in this report but a principle value is that it is the most south-easterly example 

left of a raised bog in Ireland today (Fernandez pers. comm. 2020).  Ireland’s raised 

bogs are concentrated in the midlands area with a westerly branch leading into 

eastern Counties Galway and Roscommon.  The ‘sunny south-east’ does not provide 

the ideal conditions necessary for raised bog development thus making the survival 

of Drummin Bog to the present day all the more special.  It occurs just half a kilometre 

east of a bend in the River Barrow, 70m in altitude above the river which has cut itself 

a deep course through the landscape of south Kilkenny and south Carlow.  The bog 

lies equidistant between Brandon Hill, Co. Kilkenny and the Blackstairs Mountains of 

Co. Carlow.   

Fig. 1: Aerial image of Drummin Bog in the context of south Carlow with the Blackstairs Mountains in 
the distance (photo courtesy of the Drummin Bog Project)  
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2.Habitat descriptions of the areas around the open bog 
 

2.1 General site description 
 

The current area of bog at Drummin is only about one quarter the size of the original 

bog as can be seen on old Ordnance Survey of Ireland maps dating back to the 

beginning of the 20th century with an area of just 4ha of open bog habitats left today.  

The bog would have been cut for turf for many generations and as the peat was 

removed, its edges would have been converted to the agricultural land and forestry, 

which they are today.  Fig. 1 illustrates Drummin Bog lying in a landscape dominated 

by agriculture with improved grassland fields for pasture divided by native hedgerows 

and fencing.  Its immediate surroundings are a small Coillte plantation of Sitka spruce 

conifers with a strong element of naturalised Willow and Downy birch semi-natural 

woodland (Fig. 2).  Large, deep drains originally dug to drain the farmland and forestry 

are still active around the immediate edges of Drummin Bog and through the forestry. 

Fig. 2: Ling heather on Drummin Bog in the foreground with spruce & birch plantation in the 
background and Brandon Hill in the distance. 
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The bog area that remains today at Drummin consists of old turf banks and some small 

areas of high bog that are relatively dry and support strong Ling heather (Calluna 

vulgaris) growth.  At the bases of these turf banks, conditions are wetter.  As water 

gathers and there is enough of a depth of peat left on the surface, what is known as 

secondary re-wetting occurs.  This is where typical bog vegetation re-colonises 

cutover bog areas when cutting stops.  This can happen typically in domestic hand-

cut situations where not all the peat has been stripped away as normally seen on 

industrially-cut bogs.  If there is enough acidic peat left and the area is wet then 

Sphagnum species will re-colonise and this is what can be seen at Drummin Bog in the 

hollows at the bases of the old banks (Fig. 3).  This is very positive because it shows that 

there is active bog growth going on and therefore hope for potential rehabilitation 

works in the future. 

The field survey of Drummin Bog and surrounds for the purposes of this report was 

carried out in early June 2020.  The habitats are classified to Fossitt level 3 (Fossitt 2000) 

as represented by the codes seen in the habitat headings that follow.  The habitats 

are mapped in Fig. 4 overleaf.  

Fig. 3: Extensive Sphagnum moss growth at the base of an old turf bank on Drummin Bog 
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Fig. 4: Habitat map of the greater Drummin Bog area 
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2.1 Woodland habitats 
 

Drummin Bog is similar to many other Irish raised bogs in that the cutover areas long 

abandoned around its edges have either naturally revegetated with woodland and 

scrub or have been afforested with conifers.  Both have happened at Drummin with 

a small Coillte Sitka spruce plantation to the west of the bog (Fig. 4) and an encircling 

ring of Birch-dominated woodland around the bog edges (Fig. 5).  All the woodland 

areas feature prominent drains which drained the original bog area and thus made it 

suitable for these woodlands to either be planted or in the case of the Birch trees to 

develop naturally.  These drains make the woodlands difficult terrain to traverse and 

not suitable for general walkers so they have developed without much human 

interference over the years.  The woodland is relatively dry overall.    

Fig. 4 : Coillte Sitka spruce plantation to the west of Drummin Bog 

 

 

Fig. 5: Edge of the mixed woodland along the south-western side of the bog. 
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2.1.1 Bog woodland (WN7) 
 

Bog woodland habitat was recorded encircling the open bog habitat at Drummin.  

This woodland has naturally developed on the cutover edges where turf has not been 

cut for at least 50 years.  There is still a good depth of peat here and it is typically 

dominated by Downy birch trees which are happy to grow in the acidic, damp peaty 

soils of the original bog edges (Fig. 6).   

Fig. 6: Birch-dominated Bog woodland habitat along the northern edge of the open bog at Drummin 
Bog 

 

 

Other tree species that also occur are Pedunculate oak, Ash, Holly, Willow/Sallys  and 

Alder.  The woodland was relatively even-aged and the understory was dominated 

by Holly.  The ground-cover is dominated by different species of fern such as Soft shield 

fern  with Brambles  and Fraughans/Bilberry  (Fig. 7).  Some Purple moorgrass was 

present.  The open areas along the edges of the woodland were covered with 

Foxglove plants on the June day of survey (Fig. 8).  This is likely to be a reflection of 

recent drain clearance work which would have exposed the seeds in the soil.  Bracken 

ferns, one of the most dominant plants of the whole Drummin Bog site were also 

prominent wherever light could get through as at the edges of woodland areas.   
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Fig. 7: Semi-natural woodland understorey 

featuring Oak, Soft shield ferns and Bilberry shrubs 

Fig. 8 : Foxgloves along the recently cleared major 

drain at the southern end of the bog 

  

 

2.1.2 Mixed broadleaved/conifer woodland (WD2) 
 

Most of this woodland area started out as a Coillte Sitka spruce plantation on cutover 

bog thirty years ago in the 1990’s.  The spruce did not thrive in this area native 

woodland species have come in here hence the prominence of Willow/Sally trees 

and Downy birch along with the native Black alder (Alnus glutinosa). Some non-native 

Grey alder (Alnus incana) was planted originally with the spruce and is now spreading 

in the mixed woodland zone along part of the western margin (at the interface with 

the conifer plantation).  The drainage of this section is impeded and the marshy wet 

conditions here are somewhat analogous to secondary fen carr.  Grey Alder is a non-

native species that has been widely planted for forestry in wetter woodland margins 

in Ireland.  Unfortunately, it is invasive and has spread to form single species-

dominated thickets in this area.  While it is an unwelcome pest it is only likely to thrive 

in these wetter localised conditions and is not a threat to the rest of the woodland (as 

the woodland is relatively dry) or the bog (as it does not thrive on deeper peat).   

The woodland areas with most diversity of plant species are along the edges where 

more light can penetrate. The woodland track along which one enters the site 

features a great diversity of species (Fig. 9) with the uncommon wild campion Ragged 
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Robin (Fig. 10) and the aromatic wild Mint noted just minutes after heading down the 

path on the day of survey. 

Fig. 9: Forest path linking the bog to the road Fig. 10: Pink Ragged Robin and wild Mint leaves 

  

 
The areas with the most diversity of plant species are found along the large drain-

edge paths as this is where the most light gets through.  There is an alkaline influence 

to some of the vegetation here which indicates increased alkaline water chemistry 

influence of the underlying sub-soils.  This can be seen with the drain going right below 

the peat layers and into the limey marl layer underneath.  This is reflected in some of 

the plant species recorded along here such as wild Raspberries  (Fig. 11).   

It is also clear that the areas along the large drains flood in the wintertime.  In the 

summertime these areas feature a jungle-like profusion of vegetation with very tall 

grasses such as Sweet vernal grass, Hairy brome grass and Floating sweet grass; tall 

Marsh thistles  (Fig. 12); Herb Bennet, Nettles; Creeping buttercup, Rosebay willowherb, 

Foxgloves, Soft shield ferns and Colt’s foot.  An old forest road through the woods 

features a diverse woodland flora with Herb Robert, Creeping cinquefoil, Wild 

strawberry (Fig. 13), Lesser celandines, Wood dock.  These more open woodland 

edges are great areas to go looking for butterflies and other invertebrates (Fig. 14). 
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Fig.11 : Wild raspberry Fig. 12: Marsh thistle 

  

 

 

Fig.13 : Wild strawberry Fig. 14-: Meadow brown butterfly resting along the 
woodland path 
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2.1.3 Coniferous woodland (WD4) 
 

This just a small part of the original Coillte Sitka spruce plantation where the spruce 

have remained dominant.  This area is darker due to the dense spruce and therefore 

will little light getting through, there is far less diversity of other species compared to 

the other woodland habitats at the Drummin Bog site. 

 

2.1.4 Disturbed ground (ED3) 
 

This is a small area of privately owned land to the north of the open bog.  It would 

previously have featured Downy birch scrub and woodland but parts of it have been 

cleared within recent years. 

 

2.1.5 Recently felled woodland (WS3) 
 

An area of privately owned coniferous woodland that was recently felled to the south 

of the site. 
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3.Ecotope Survey of the Raised bog 
 

A system to describe the habitats of raised bogs in Ireland was developed by Kelly & 

Schouten (2002).  It classifies bog vegetation according to whether the bog is actively 

growing (Active Raised Bog: ARB) or the habitat is relict bog vegetation but with no 

active bog/peat formation.  Acrotelm is the name given to the thin layer of active 

peat formation on the ARB surface.  The different areas are called Ecotopes and they 

refer to ecological zones defined by both their vegetation and their site conditions i.e. 

wet or dry; soft or hard substrate and other factors which indicate the condition of the 

area in relation to a typical healthy bog ecosystem.  The ARB ecotopes are known as 

the Central and Sub-central ecotopes with Central being of the highest quality ARB 

habitat.   Unfortunately, it is no longer commonly found across Irish bogs and only the 

best examples of raised bogs in the country feature this ecotope.  The acrotelm in 

Central ecotopes is between 30cm and 50cm deep.  In Sub-central ecotopes the 

acrotelm depth is usually between 10cm and 40cm deep (Schouten et al. 2002).  The 

other ecotopes are known as Sub-marginal, Marginal and Face-bank in order of 

decreasing wetness (or increasing dryness) and therefore potential for rehabilitation 

to ARB.  As its name suggests Face-bank ecotope is that seen generally at the edges 

of raised bogs where cutting has taken place in the past.  These areas are peaty but 

very dry and tall, bushy Ling heather (Calluna vulgaris) is typical here, which reflects 

the dry acidic environmental conditions (dry deep peat).  Marginal ecotopes are 

typically found behind the face-bank areas as you walk into the bog and they too 

are generally quite dry.  The Sub-marginal ecotopes are also relatively dry areas but 

increasing cover of bog moss (Sphagnum spp), other raised bog species such as Bog 

Asphodel and Bog cottons (Eriophorum spp) give an indication of increasing wetness.  

The acrotelm in the Sub-marginal and Marginal ecotopes is poorly developed or 

absent altogether (Schouten et al. 2002). 

Drummin Bog is in many ways a miraculous raised bog remnant in this part of Ireland.  

There are historical records of several raised bogs in the south-east but now they are 

only ghosts in the landscape present only in townland names such as Redbog.  Even 

when they were intact, the raised bogs of Ireland’s south-east would never have been 

large (<100ha).  This would have been a simple reflection of the less suitable climate 

conditions of the south-east (drier) and the less-suitable landscape.  So these smaller 
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bogs would have been relatively quickly cutaway for fuel and/or drained to make 

them suitable for agricultural use.  So the fact that Drummin Bog has survived is unusual 

and highly fortuitous.  It has, however, clearly decreased substantially from its original 

size through a mix of cutting and drainage over the last couple of centuries – this is 

visible from studying the Ordnance Survey Ireland historical maps available to view at 

www.osi.ie.  This drainage, together with its small size does mean that Drummin bog 

would be classed as a relatively dry bog compared to other Irish examples.  This will 

be reflected in the extent of certain ecotopes, as described below in sections 3.2 - 

3.6.  

3.1 General description of the Drummin Bog 
 

The overall bog at Drummin is dry relative to intact raised bogs elsewhere.  This is 

demonstrated by the dominating Ling heather which covers most of the surface.  The 

topography of the bog features many cracks and deep drains with undulations which 

make it tricky to walk over – you need to look where you are walking!  The deep, man-

made drains from previous attempts to drain and dry out the bog have resulted in the 

undulations now present on the bog surface.  These drainage attempts have been 

successful in many parts and this is reflected in conditions more suited to tree growth 

than an intact raised bog, therefore many Downy birch and some conifers have 

notably colonized large parts of the formerly open bog surface. 

Fig. 13: Birch trees and Bracken ferns growing amongst Ling heather at Drummin Bog. 
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Another prominent sign of a drier bog surface is the growth of Bracken ferns.  On a 

bog surface these grow where there has been a recent fire as they are quick to 

colonize bare, peaty surfaces.  Fire appears to be a prominent part of the story of 

Drummin Bog with evidence of fires at different times in the recent past.  There is a 

long tradition of burning vegetation in Ireland as a management tool.  Unfortunately, 

Drummin Bog had been badly damaged by a fire in April 2020 just two months prior 

to the survey for this project. As the aerial image in Fig. 1 shows approximately one 

third of the eastern end of the bog surface was burned.  The spring of 2020 had been 

one of the warmest and driest for many years leaving the vegetation dry and 

susceptible to fire. It looks like the very wet pond areas in the centre of the bog 

prevented the fire from going further (Fig. 14).  

Fig. 14: Burnt vegetation on the right running up to the Sphagnum-rich pond edge where the fire of 
April 2020 stopped. 

 

 

The following sections describe the vegetation and other ecological characteristics 

of different parts of the bog known as ecotopes.  The ecotope map is presented 

overleaf and it is followed by the written descriptions of the ecoptopes at Drummin 

Bog.  
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Fig. 15: Ecotope map of Drummin Bog 
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3.2 Face-bank ecotope 
 

This ecotope is typically associated with the edges of raised bogs up against the banks 

where turf was cut in the past.  At Drummin Bog it is found throughout the bog in 

association with old turf banks because it does appear that much of the bog was cut 

for turf at some stage in the past.  These are the areas of tall, rangy or leggy Ling 

heather that is difficult to walk through.  A characteristic feature of this ecotope at 

Drummin Bog is the prominent colonisation of Downy birch trees.  This reflects the dry 

conditions across much of the bog due to the extensive drains and the bogs relatively 

small size as noted above.  Another prominent species in the face-bank areas are 

pine trees.  These are young Scots pine which are self-seeded from the coniferous 

plantation that borders the bog.  Another prominent component at Drummin is 

Bracken.  Again indicative of drying out, this fern will have spread in from surrounding 

areas after fires. 

Fig. 16: Tall,’leggy’ Ling heather of face-bank ecotope at Drummin Bog. 

 

 

Face-bank vegetation typically does not have a varied moss component with 

Hypnum jutlandicum being the main species.  This moss frequently covers the ground 

underneath thick Ling heather and sometimes grows up its woody stems.  Sphagnum 

moss was not found in face-bank ecotopes reflecting the dry situation.  Reflecting the 

dryness of the situation, this ecotope will always be firm underfoot as seen at Drummin. 
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3.3 Marginal ecotope 
 

Marginal ecotope areas are normally found along the margins of raised bogs as you 

move inwards from the face-bank edges.  Marginal and Sub-marginal ecotopes are 

known as supporting raised bog habitat and are areas of a bog in that once were 

actively peat-forming but now, usually due to drainage, they are no longer peat-

forming. However, there is the possibility for returning at least some of the DRB to ARB 

through management interventions.  Marginal ecotope is often dominated by Ling 

heather although not as tall as that seen along the face-banks.  Other species which 

occur include the moss H. jutlandicum again and the yellow-flowered Bog asphodel 

(Fig. 17).   

Fig. 17: Lower Ling heather of marginal ecotope with visible old Bog asphodel flower spikes and a 
young Downy birch tree. 

 

 

Birch and Scots pine trees are also prominent in this ecotope as seen above in the 

Face-bank ecotope (Fig. 16).  With Marginal ecotope areas, the dryness of the ground 

beneath is a key feature, so this ecotope is always indicative of damage through 

draining and/or fire.  Both have happened at Drummin.  This ecotope only supports a 

very small amount (<10% cover) of Bog moss (Sphagnum spp.) growth and therefore 

it is not peat forming i.e. there is no acrotelm.  This characteristic is easily identified 

through the ground underfoot feeling very firm.  The majority of the open bog habitat 
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at Drummin is dominated by this ecotope type in a mosaic with Facebank ecotope 

vegetation described above in Section 3.2.   

 

3.4 Sub-marginal ecotope 
 

Sub-marginal ecotope, as to be expected, reflects slightly wetter conditions and this 

is reflected in the increasing occurrence of Bog moss (Sphagnum capillifolium) found 

between the heather plants (Fig. 18).  The ground underfoot feels a bit softer.  Cross-

leaved heath  grows here too.  This ecotope type is found in spots throughout the 

central areas of Drummin Bog forming a mosaic with Marginal ecotope.   

Fig. 18: Ling heather growing alongside a hummock 
of red Sphagnum capillifolium with green shoots of 
both Bog asphodel and Purple moor grass growing 
through. 

Fig. 19: Bearded lichen 

  

 

The starry yellow flowers and green spear-like leaves of Bog asphodel are found 

through this ecotope too along with the occasional stems of Many-headed bog 

cotton and some Purple moor grass.  Small patches of Bearded lichen  also occur (Fig. 

19).  This lichen is adapted to live in bog conditions amongst heather and Sphagnum 

mosses.  Like all lichens it is a symbiotic relationship between algae and fungi and 
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therefore does not have any roots but sits in amongst heather plants gaining shelter 

there. 

 

3.5 Sub-central ecotope 
 

Moving into Sub-central ecotope is a significant step because Sub-central and 

Central ecotope types on raised bogs are the areas where peat is actively forming – 

these are the ARB (Active Raised bog) areas.  The fact that these areas do exist at 

Drummin Bog is very positive.  This means that work can be done to facilitate their 

growth and spread so that more of the bog can become ARB and regenerate itself 

and its special habitat.  

Pockets of this ecotope exist in places where small pools have formed as a result of a 

process known as secondary rewetting.  This is where either a small pond or an area 

at the base of an old peat bank has flooded and then filled with growth of Sphagnum 

– S. cuspidatum if it remains very wet.  This small area then essentially becomes a peat-

forming area.  If the ground around it stays wet then the Sphagnum growth will 

continue and spread.  Sphagnum moss is a plant that changes the environment 

around it – in scientific terms the Sphagnum mosses are known as ‘ecosystem 

engineers’ because of their ability to change the environment around them – they 

make it wetter and more acidic and cause peat to form by inhibiting the activities of 

bacteria and fungi thus slowing down the full decaying processes. 

The Sub-central areas at Drummin Bog were rich with several species typical of a 

healthy raised bog ecosystem with several different Sphagnum species, Bog 

rosemary, Round-leaved sundew, Hare’s tail cottongrass and Cranberry  all recorded 

in these areas. Such variety of bog plants is a great sign of the health of the ecosystem 

and if these wetter sub-central conditions can be expanded a bit further then the 

quality of raised bog habitat here at Drummin has the potential to improve greatly. 
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Fig. 20: Pink flowers & straggling leaves & stems 
of Cranberry 

Fig. 21: The insectivorous Round-leaved sundew 
growing on Sphagnum palustre 

  

Fig. 22: Hare’s tail cottongrass Fig. 23: Bog rosemary, although the leaves look 
similar, it is no relation to the garden herb 
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Fig. 24: Sphagnum subnitens var. subnitens 
(Lustrous bog moss), typically pale red with hints 
of green or paler red at the centres of its capitula 
(stem heads). 

Fig. 25: Sphagnum cuspidatum (Feathery bog 
moss) 

  

Fig. 26: Sphagnum palustre (Blunt-leaved bog 
moss) with tips blackened by a recent hard, late-
May frost. 

Fig. 27: Sphagnum fimbriatum (Fringed bog moss) 
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3.5 Ponds 
 

The centre of Drummin Bog features two ponds, one at approximately 0.1ha, a good 

deal larger than the other and easily visible on the aerial photographs.  Neither 

appear on old Ordnance Survey maps.  They will be referred to as ponds in this 

document highlighting their likely man-made origin as opposed to bog pools which 

are naturally formed.  The larger pond is thought to have been deliberately created 

to attract wildfowl sometime in the mid-twentieth century.  This creation of this pond 

resulted in peat being scraped out right down to the mineral layer underneath the 

bog and therefore this has affected the habitat resulting in a pond that has a 

significant mineral influence on the water chemistry, which in turn has resulted in a 

diversity of plants not normally associated with the centre of a raised bog. As you 

approach the pond, the vegetation changes form that of the surrounding bog and 

the first noticeably different plant is the beautiful Royal fern. It is the largest of our ferns 

and although native, it has a tropical, exotic look to it.  Another exotic-looking native 

plant here is the large patch of Marsh cinquefoil to the right of the path as you 

approach the large pond.  This plant features beautiful maroon-colour flowers, an 

unusual colour amongst native flowers here.   

Fig. 28: Royal fern at the edge of the large pond. 

 

Fig. 29: View west across the open water section 
of the pond 
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Fig. 30: Individual Marsh cinquefoil flower Fig. 31: Marsh cinquefoil plants on Drummin Bog 

  

 

The pond is skirted by Willow and Birch trees with some large Ling heather and Bilberry  

shrubs and several perennial species such as Many-headed bog cotton; Bottle sedge 

and Pennywort.  

There is not a large area of open water, much of it has filled in with the bog moss 

Sphagnum fimbriatum which has formed a green carpet over much of the pond area.  

This has lots of Many-headed bog cotton plants growing through it.  This pond is very 

interesting from an ecological perspective as its vegetation portrays an ecological 

gradient from acidic to fen species.  This is demonstrated with the southern end 

featuring species typical of alkaline conditions Bottle sedge (Carex rostrata) and 

pondweed (Potamogeton sp.) (Fig. 32) while the northern end was a carpet of green 

Sphagnum fimbriatum (Fig. 33) always found in acidic areas.  The likely explanation is 

the depth of peat underneath i.e. there must be a certain depth of acidic peat 

beneath the acidic S. fimbriatum end but the acidic peat must be removed 

altogether and right down to the alkaline marl layer under the C. rostrata end.  
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Fig. 32: Bottle sedge and Pondweed  

 

Fig. 33: Sphagnum fimbriatum carpet in the pond 
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4.Fire, April 2020 
 

Drummin Bog, unfortunately, has a history of fires, often accidentally resulting from 

management measures on land outside of the bog.  Fires are devastating to bog life. 

Adult birds can fly away and most times mammals can run away but many 

invertebrates, chicks, eggs and all the vegetation cannot.   

The most recent fire at the bog happened in April 2020 just two months before the site 

was surveyed for its vegetation.  Approximately one third of the open bog area was 

burnt in the fire.  It completely destroyed the vegetation cover of the bog with burnt 

standing Birch and Pine trees and blackened Ling heather stems making a sorry sight 

during the field visit.  The worst aspect was the burnt, dried Sphagnum hummocks.  

Some of these were considerable in size so the fire did reach in as far as Sub-marginal 

ecotope habitats. 

Fig. 34: Burnt Sphagnum hummock amongst 
burnt Ling heather plants 

Fig. 35: Burnt Sphagnum at base of drain 

  

 

The fire was clearly very intense in places as the Sphagnum growing at the bottom of 

drains was also burned in some spots.  Spring 2020 was one of the driest on record, so 
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the vegetation was primed for burning unfortunately.  If helped along, bog vegetation 

will recover but it will take several years and if fires continue to be a problem then the 

long-term conservation value of the site will decrease steadily.  During the field survey 

in June 2020, three species were beginning to green up the burnt areas: Bracken ferns 

and Purple moor grass leaf spikes.  The bases of some of the Birch trees showed some 

young suckering growth.  None of these three species are prominent components of 

a heathy raised bog ecosystem but they are all strong survivor plants and hopefully 

their growth will in turn foster the growth of more typical raised bog species in time.  

Fig. 36: Bracken fern and Purple moor grass 
regrowth 

Fig. 37: Birch re-growth 
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5.Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 Concluding Ecological Assessment 
 

Drummin Bog is a precious area of biodiversity tucked away in the southern part of 

Co. Carlow and sandwiched by nearby Cos. Kilkenny and Wexford with none of these 

counties being known for their raised bog habitats.  Therefore, although small, this 

geographical fact is reason alone to cherish the site.  As this report and others 

commissioned by the Drummin Bog Project have shown, the site is a reservoir of 

species, hydrology and habitats different to anything else nearby.  

The assessment of the raised bog habitats here concludes that while there are no 

areas of intact high bog habitat left at Drummin, the history of manual turf cutting 

over a long period of time has resulted in the secondary re-wetting of many areas.  

This in turn has ensured the retention of a group of micro-habitats often found on intact 

raised bog systems and thus ensuring the conservation of many typical bog species 

here in south Carlow.  Due to this fact, the biodiversity value of Drummin Bog is very 

high in the greater context of the south-east of Ireland and indeed its status as the 

most south-easterly raised bog in Ireland gives it a national ecological importance.   

For such a small bog, with an extent of approximately 4ha of open bog area, Drummin 

Bog hosts a variety of sub-habitats and different conditions as shown in the ecotope 

map (Fig. 15) and descriptions of Section 3.  The small size makes the site more 

accessible to people and therefore more suited to interpretation thus making this a 

great site for ensuring more people get to have a bog experience.  The presence of 

this bog area and its associated habitats is a terrific addition to an area already famed 

for its river and woodland habitats on top of a fascinating local history, thus Drummin 

Bog adds hugely to the tourism product of south Carlow/ south Kilkenny/ North 

Wexford.  
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5.2 Recommendations for ecological enhancement of Drummin Bog 
 

1. Scots Pine and Birch trees do well in the drier parts of bogs and in turn as they 

grow they add to the desiccation of the bog so the continuation of their 

removal from the high bog area is to be recommended.   

2. Some blockage of drains was carried out on Drummin Bog in the past. 

Additional drain blockage will be needed to increase the areas of 

regenerating and active bog and improve bog condition.  However, the key 

limiting factor on bog hydrology is not specific high bog drainage, but likely to 

be a combination of previous drainage and turf-cutting, and marginal 

development of woodland, development of grassland and associated 

drainage.  This has meant Drummin Bog has lost significant resilience and has 

a fluctuating water level leading to changes in ecology and reduction in good 

quality active raised bog.  Drain-blocking and perhaps other more intensive 

actions on the high bog (e.g. similar to Cloncrow Bog in Co. Westmeath) would 

improve conditions somewhat, but unfortunately the impact of the other 

factors means that Drummin Bog has overall poor prospects as an active raised 

bog.  More intensive restoration measures would include potential bunding on 

the high bog, creation of cells or hollows to collect and hold surface water and 

filling in and compaction of drains.  However, they would only be partially 

effective and hydrology would still be influenced to a degree by the 

surrounding factors. 

3. Clearance of Rhododendron ponticum. Luckily, Drummin Bog does not host 

too many Rhododendron – yet! Their clearance is always to be recommended.  

4. Creating awareness of the serious damage caused to bog habitats by fires. It 

is very important that no more fires occur at Drummin.  Awareness campaigns 

locally will be a great help – the local school might like to get involved with a 

poster competition for example. 

5. Keep enjoying Drummin Bog!  The enjoyment of the beautiful habitats and 

species that call Drummin Bog home by locals and visitors is the key to the 

preservation of this wonderful spot for generations to come. 
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Appendix I: Invasive species recorded on or in the vicinity 
of Drummin Bog 
 

The following species were noted present during the field survey in June 2020.   

Rhododendron ponticum is commonly found throughout Ireland in woodland and 

peatland habitats. It can become hugely problematic as it inhibits the growth of the 

native flora and can quickly takeover an area.  It is present in the woodland 

surrounding the bog at Drummin but just a few plants were noted in the open bog 

area at its western end growing with tall Ling heather on the top of old turf banks.  It is 

recommended that any Rhododendron out on the open bog be removed as soon as 

possible.  Of the few plants seen, all were still young and not too big in size yet. 

Fig. 38: Rhododendron ponticum in flower on 
Drummin Bog, June 2020 
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Japanese knotweed (Reynoutria japonica): This plant was noted growing at the old 

forest road entrance out on the main road. This is not part of the Drummin Bog site but 

is very close to it and is a noxious weed whose presence needs to be notified to the 

local authorities so that it can be professionally dealt with. 

Butterfly bush (Buddleia davidii): One bush was recorded growing at the site entrance. 

It has likely arisen from dumped garden cuttings. While it is not recommended to 

remove the plant, it is recommended to ensure no more are planted as they can 

become invasive. 

 

Fig. 39: Japanese knotweed at north-western 
forest entrance 

Fig. 40: Butterfly bush at southern forest 
entrance 
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Appendix II: Species list recorded in June 2020 
 

Plant species of Bog Habitats: 

Bog rosemary Andromeda polifolia 

Downy birch (Betula pubescens) Betula pubescens 

Bottle sedge Carex rostrate 

Bearded lichen Cladonia portentosa 

Marsh cinquefoil Comarum palustre 

Round-leaved sundew Drosera rotundifolia 

Cross-leaved heath Erica tetralix 

Many-headed bog cotton Eriophorum angustifolium 

Hare’s tail cottongrass Eriophorum vaginatum 

Purple moor grass Molinia caerulea 

Royal fern Osmunda regalis 

Scots pine Pinus sylvatica 

Pondweed Potamogeton sp 

Creeping cinquefoil Potentilla reptans 

Bracken Pteridium aquilinum 

Fraughans/Bilberry Vaccinium myrtilllus 

Cranberry Vaccinium oxycoccus 

Ling heather Calluna vulgaris 

Bog Asphodel Narthecium ossifragum 

Rhododendron Rhododendron ponticum 

Feathery bog-moss Sphagnum cuspidatum 

Red bog-moss Sphagnum capillifolium 

Fringed bog-moss Sphagnum fimbriatum 

Blunt leaved bog-moss Sphagnum palustre 

Lustrous bog-moss Sphagnum subnitens  
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Plant species of Woodland Habitats: 

Alder Alnus glutinosa 

Grey Alder Alnus incana 

Sweet vernal grass Anthoxanthum odoratum 

Downy birch  Betula pubescens 

Hairy brome grass Bromus ramosus 

Rosebay willowherb Chamaenerion angustifolium 

Marsh thistles Cirsium palustre 

Foxglove Digitalis purpurea 

Lesser celandines Ficaria verna 

Wild strawberry Fragaria vesca 

Ash (Fraxinus excelsior), Fraxinus excelsior 

Herb Robert Geranium robertianum 

Herb Bennet Geum urbanum 

Floating sweet grass Glyceria fluitans 

Pennywort Hydrocotyle vulgaris 

 Hypnum jutlandicum 

 Ilex aquifolium 

Ragged robin Lychnis flos-cuculi 

Mint Mentha aquatic 

Purple moor grass Molinia caerulea 

Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis 

Soft shield ferns Polystichum setiferum 

Bracken Pteridium aquilinum 

Peduncluate oak (Quercus robur) Quercus robur 

Creeping buttercup Ranunculus repens 

Brambles Rubus fruticosus agg. 

Raspberries Rubus idaeus 

Wood dock Rumex sanguineus 

Willow/Sallys   Salix cinerea subsp. Oleifolia 

Colt’s foot Tussilago farfara 

Nettles Urtica dioica 
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Invertebrates: 

Fig. 41: Large Red damselfly (Pyrrhosoma nymhula) 

 

 

 

Moths: 

Fig. 42: Vapourer moth caterpillar (Orgyia 
antiqua) 

Fig. 43: Oak eggar caterpillar (Lasiocampa 
quercus) 
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